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Almost all scientific images today are photographic, whether of nebulae, ac tion potentials or the disintegration of atomic nuclei, and it was an excellent idea to collect earlier images before photography, when art and science were more closely linked, as they were when Teyler's museum was founded at Haar lem in the late 18th century. The author takes as his premise that scientific illus trations have two main functions: to in struct and to record the current state of knowledge; and the illustrations he has chosen on these bases span images from cave art to the latter part of the 19th century, including a single historic photograph (1857) of the surface of the Moon. The result is a lavishly illustrated book of coffee-table size (Demi quarto), large enough to ensure that, despite some reduction of the larger images (many in colour), all are very well repro duced. Amongst many curious images from a great variety of sources, including manuscripts, there are naturally some that are familiar, from masters like Leo nardo and Stubbs, or from Gerard's torie o f P l a n t s , but many were new to me, and some are hitherto unpublished. The legends are informative and often amusing, and contain one curious sur prise. This is the legend to the lower figure on p. 10, which is said to show a W. Australian aboriginal engraving on a baobab nut, of a horseshoe or kingcrab (.Limulus) between two fishes. Neither the baobab tree nor the kingcrab occur in Australia, and the central engraving is almost certainly of the endemic W. Aus tralian stingray, Urolophus sp.
This, and a couple of other problems with the legends to the figures on p. 53 and p. 106 are small blemishes in a very well produced book, and a great deal of trouble has been taken to reproduce im ages from the best examples extant.
Many of the images the author has chosen could also be regarded as art. After all, we appreciate Audubon's plates (represented here by the superb flamingo) for their artistic quality before we think of their scientific content, and we think of cave art rather than cave science. Sometimes, indeed as with the amazingly accurate Roman fish mo saics, the original aim was surely dec oration rather than instruction. That the images show art and science often united (even if we really have no idea of the original aims of their creators) only adds to the beauty of the book. Although it is tempting, and almost impossible not to take Oscar Wilde's advice to succumb when faced with a temptation, to begin this book by brows ing through the pictures alone, the text is fascinating too, and much recondite in formation is given in an interesting and readable style. So this is much more than a coffee-table book, and as well as being entertained, few readers will fail to be instructed as well.
As a biologist, I found the most inter esting chapters to be the first four and the last, on: beginnings, the hidden nature of mankind, animals, plants and the grad ual development of microscopical illus tration. But the author ranges widely from astronomy, cartography and crys tallography, to geology and palaeonto logy, and in all there is much of interest. Each chapter has useful references to sources for particular points, and there is a final select bibliography. A particular ly amusing feature is the way in which the author traces the successive plagiar ism of pictures of fleas, rhinoceroses and hyaenas (Gesner's hyaena to our eyes being more reminiscent of a baboon than a hyaena!).
I found this a most interesting and entertaining book, and was much in structed by it.
